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Oversight-MOIA Annual Report
Good afternoon Chair Menchaca and members of the Immigration Committee.
I am Sarah Gillman, one of the co-Legal Directors, along with Gregory Copeland, of
NSC Community Legal Defense (“NSC Defense”). We thank the Committee for the
opportunity to testify regarding the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs’ (“MOIA”)
Annual Report (the “Report”), and we thank the City Council for its continued
support of legal service providers and its work to ensure access to justice for all our
immigrant community members.
MOIA’s Annual Report demonstrates the extraordinary commitment of the
City of New York and its legal service providers to serve our immigrant community
members. At the same time, it highlights the need for expanded investment in new
initiatives addressing rapid response needs and gaps in truly facilitating universal
access to justice for noncitizen New Yorkers. Critical to most effectively responding
to the relentless attacks on immigrants, as the Report identifies, is collaboration and
the effective coordination of programs. Legal service providers and community-based
organizations recognize the urgent need to work alongside government partners in a
concerted effort to help protect and ensure universal access to justice for noncitizens
in New York City, while also avoiding costly duplication of work.
NSC Defense is a new and innovative non-profit legal services organization,
led by two experienced immigration and Federal Court litigators. It is focused on
addressing currently unmet needs in flexibly and rapidly responding to the everchanging attacks on our immigrant community stemming from the enforcement
efforts of the current administration. NSC Defense requests that MOIA, the City
Council, legal service providers and community-based organizations work
collaboratively in the coming year to fund and facilitate necessary new initiatives,
including NSC Defense, to most efficiently and effectively meet our communal
aspiration to provide all noncitizens in New York meaningful access to justice and to
combat the incessant attacks on noncitizens in New York City.
NSC Defense’s primary function is to provide emergency legal assistance to
the significant population of immigrants in New York subject to final orders of
removal (“Final Orders”) –issued when all opportunities to directly challenge the
order through immigration proceedings have been exhausted. This population is
especially vulnerable to U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”)
detention and immediate removal without a meaningful or timely opportunity to
challenge ICE’s often unlawful conduct. It has been estimated that approximately
10% of the noncitizens living in the United States without documentation are subject
to Final Orders.1
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See Michael E. Miller, They fear being deported. But 2.9 million immigrants must check in with ICE
anyway, The Washington Post, April 25, 2019 available at:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/they-fear-being-deported-but-29-million-immigrants-mustcheck-in-with-ice-anyway/2019/04/25/ac74efce-6309-11e9-9ff2abc984dc9eec_story.html?utm_term=.8e3ae01bbe26 (“The fear is strongest for the 1.05 million people
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In past years, individuals with Final Orders have frequently been able to
remain in the country, often with ICE’s express or tacit approval. However, the
Trump Administration, in its zeal to target immigrant communities and deport any
immigrants it can, has unilaterally cancelled enforcement priorities that previously
allowed discretion to permit New Yorkers with Final Orders to remain in the United
States. New Yorkers with Final Orders are now under a constant threat of being
arrested and summarily deported without even the semblance of due process, even
though they may have strong defenses against removal.
Noncitizens with Final Orders are both: 1) generally ineligible for legal
services currently provided in New York City, and 2) at greatest risk of summary and
immediate deportation. Defending this population of noncitizens requires
representation combining: i) the flexibility to respond instantly ii) expertise in
accessing emergency relief in the Federal Courts, most often in the form of a
temporary restraining order to prevent removal as legal claims are presented, iii)
experience working within the Immigration Court system (including at the Board of
Immigration Appeals level) to holistically assess cases and locate opportunities for
relief from removal not previously pursued or competently presented, and iii) the
ability to engage and involve community-based organizations, other legal services
providers, elected officials, and any other available resources or partners to put forth a
comprehensive defense.
During the past two years—initially as attorneys at The Legal Aid Society,
and since January 2019, at NSC Defense—Gregory Copeland and Sarah Gillman
have pioneered a highly effective “Rapid Response” defense system in which they go
immediately to Federal Court to stop, or in some cases actually reverse, the
deportation of NSC Defense’s clients.2 NSC Defense leverages its unique expertise in
both Federal Court and Immigration Court litigation to prevent imminent and already
enforced removals with unmatched success. These emergency victories in Federal
Court on the one hand provide time to effectively exhaust all legal options for the
individual client at hand, but also contribute to a nation leading legal framework that
can assist similarly situated noncitizens in future cases.
NSC Defense also plays a key role in assisting a broad array of legal service
providers, community-based organizations, and government partners to address rapid
response needs. NSC Defense has co-counseled or advised all members of the New
York Immigration Family Unity Project on litigation in the Federal Courts, and has
similarly assisted law schools throughout the state, private law firms, and members of
Congressional and City agencies.
NSC Defense’s model is simple. When the government engages in unjust and
unlawful practices that result in the separation of families, the detention of children or
adults or the deportation of members of the community, NSC Defense rapidly
responds by providing a comprehensive defense involving: an effort to seek relief in
[out of 11 million noncitizens without status, approximately 10%] who already have final orders of
removal, meaning they could not only be arrested at a check-in, but also quickly deported.”)
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See Alice Speri, How Two Immigration Lawyers Created a Rapid-Response Team to Combat Ice, The
Intercept, Mar. 5, 2019, available at: https://theintercept.com/2019/03/05/ice-detention-legal-aid-rapidresponse/.
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the Federal Court through emergency rapid response litigation, community
engagement and mobilization, and collaboration with law firms and other partners on
a pro bono basis. In the last three weeks alone, NSC Defense has responded to several
cases in which the government engaged in flagrant, unlawful conduct that would have
otherwise gone unchecked. In two of these cases, the government was ordered to
return NSC Defense’s clients to the United States due NSC Defense’s determined
effort to respond decisively within the exceedingly small window of time. As a result,
clients receive justice and ICE is held accountable for its unlawful practices.
The MOIA Report is a testament to the expansion of immigration services
currently provided in New York City, but also a pertinent reminder of the
overwhelming need for an NSC style legal defense that is not provided by any other
organization in New York City. The report illustrates why effective, relentless,
experienced and novel models of defense must be funded to best protect individuals,
their families and communities from the continued and relentless assault undertaken
by the Trump Administration.
In order to continue to respond and ensure that the Trump Administration is
not able to summarily detain and deport individuals who have lived in the United
States with Final Orders, adequate funding is necessary to first sustain, and then grow
NSC Defenses efforts. NSC Defense requests that the City Council, MOIA, legal
service providers and community-based organizations work together to fund and
facilitate these legal services critical to protecting immigrants and their families.
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Selected Cases
In order to exhibit the destructive and life-altering effects of deportation
proceedings and also to showcase its diligent action on behalf of immigrants, NSC
Defense has included a description of some of its most compelling cases. In each one,
Gregory and Sarah successfully challenged the unlawful detention of their client or
the unlawful practices of ICE in the process of deportation. Cases like these have
become all too common under the Trump Administration.
NP
NP has lived in the United States since the age of seven (7) years old. She
suffers from debilitating medical conditions and has been the victim of past abuse
including, but not limited to, sexual violence. She has a limited educational history
and difficulty reading. NP was detained in 2010 but then granted an Order of
Supervision (“OSUP”) and released from detention. This order allowed NP to remain
in the United States as long as she periodically checked in with ICE, with she did
religiously. However, in 2018 one routine appointment turned into a life-altering
affair. NP arrived at 26 Federal Plaza expecting the customary treatment—a meeting
with an official who would give her another date at which to check in. This time,
however, after waiting for hours, she was suddenly detained without explanation or
without access to her lifesaving medication, and sent to a jail in New Jersey to be
prepared for deportation to a country that she had not been to in nearly fifty (50)
years. Gregory and Sarah responded by seeking action in Federal Court to challenge
ICE’s legal authority to detain and deport NP in secrecy and without any prior notice,
warning or opportunity to defend herself. Their efforts stopped ICE in its tracks and
allowed critical time to compile evidence proving that NP had in fact derived United
States Citizenship through her mother. Armed with this new information, they
successfully challenged the initial order of removal. In March of 2019, an
Immigration Judge at 26 Federal Plaza told the government that it was over. NP
would never be in immigration proceedings again—she was a U.S citizen.
PV
One day in early June 2018, PV was making a food delivery for his job to an
Army base in Brooklyn, New York. Afterwards, he, his wife and their two children
were scheduled to enjoy weekend plans together. Instead of completing his work for
the day and returning to his family, PV was suddenly detained and facing imminent
deportation. Although PV’s case at the time was met with public outcry and media
attention, there was no promising avenue for legal defense— until Gregory and Sarah
got involved. They knew that it would be necessary to go to Federal Court to
challenge the actions of the government and seek an emergency stay of PV’s removal.
Gregory and Sarah began working on PV’s case on Friday evening, June 8, and less
than 24 hours later the next day, walked out of the Federal Courthouse with a Judge’s
Order halting PV’s removal until his case could be heard. After arguing before the
court, Gregory and Sarah secured PV’s right to remain in the United States with his
family while he pursued the relief from removal available to him—a process to obtain
lawful status. PV and his family were not the only ones who benefited from this
favorable decision. His case has been cited by Courts around the country and has been
instrumental in building the case law that has and will continue to develop as an
effective check on the Trump Administration’s unlawful practices.
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XY
XY and his wife had waited years to go to 26 Federal Plaza for an I-485
interview that would hopefully grant XY Lawful Permanent Residency Status. They
expected this to be one of the final steps in the lawful process to adjust XY’s status.
They left home, kissed their children goodbye and said that they would see each other
again in the evening. Instead of an interview they received an ambush—unauthorized
by law and in violation of the Constitution of the United States. Without any prior
notice, warning or opportunity to defend himself, XY was taken away in handcuffs
and detained in a jail in New Jersey. Even though Gregory and Sarah were in
California at the time, they took immediate action—employing a flexible, rapid and
relentless response they worked from California to win a temporary stay of XY’s
removal. Less than a week later, their oral argument compelled a Federal District
Court Judge to order XY’s immediate release. XY’s case continues and Gregory and
Sarah have recruited a team of lawyers from a private law firm to assist. The decision
rendered by the Federal District Court Judge—just as in PV’s case—has been cited by
Courts across the nation and continues to benefit other victims of similar government
conduct. In this particular case, the Federal District Court Judge’s issued a strong
admonishment of and reminder to the Trump Administration that the Constitution and
the laws of the United States cannot simply be disregarded.
Danny Michel
Fifty-four-year-old Danny Michel had held status as a legal permanent
resident since 1970 when he immigrated from Haiti as a five-year old. In 1999, he
was slated for deportation after two minor drug convictions. But ICE did not
immediately act on his removal order. He was detained in an immigration center for
the next six years and forced to communicate with his teenage daughter, Britney,
through letters. After finally being released on bond in 2005 he religiously attended
his check-in meetings in order to ensure that he could remain in the U.S with his
daughter and parents. But in June 2016, without any notice, Danny was detained at a
regular check-in and deported a month later. Despite being separated from his family,
his home, and his community, neither Danny nor his lawyers, Sarah and Gregory,
gave up the fight. Danny worked tirelessly for almost two years to organize the
paperwork necessary to get a passport to return to the U.S. When he finally obtained
his passport and was cleared to return to the U.S, ICE confirmed that they would
detain him immediately upon landing. In response, Gregory and Sarah went to court
and successfully argued for an order prohibiting ICE from detaining Danny. Despite
this, ICE held Danny in violation of the Court’s Order for almost ten hours.
Ultimately however, the determined and relentless effort of Gregory and Sarah
prevailed, and Michel was reunited with his family.
See Alice Speri, Ice Defied a Court Order in Vendetta Against Deportee, The
Intercept, (Sept. 29, 2018) available at https://theintercept.com/2018/09/29/icedeportation-immigration-system/.
SNC
SNC is a mother of eight U.S citizen children and a victim of human
trafficking. Arrested due to false allegations put forth by her trafficker, she appeared
in Court to address these charges and inform the Judge about the horrific experience
she had endured. The criminal court judge in New York City understood—she should
not be prosecuted but rather assisted—and the case was dismissed. But ICE, waiting
at the courthouse, ambushed her and acted with reckless disregard for her situation.
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ICE detained her in a Jail in New Jersey and separated from her children and support
system—forcing her children into the custody of her abuser. Gregory and Sarah were
again called upon to file emergency action in Federal Court to stop her deportation
and allow her to apply for a special Visa available to victims of trafficking. Even
though only one other case had successfully been brought in the United States and
many lawyers advised them that they would lose, Sarah and Gregory persisted. SNC
was released in November 2018 and remains at home with her children as she pursues
her legal avenues to permanently remain in the United States. The Federal District
Court’s decision in her case was and continues to be instrumental in defending the
rights of individuals to challenge ICE’s unlawful practices.
Kinimo Ngoran
Kinimo Ngoran has been a beloved member of his community for over a
decade and has served as a chef at the Capital City Rescue Mission in Albany. As a
spouse of a U.S. citizen, he was in the process of adjusting his status when the
government detained him on January 23, 2019 without any prior notice, warning or an
opportunity to defend himself. At the time of his detention, Kinimo was complying
with ICE’s request, appearing at a scheduled check-in. Although Kinimo garnered the
support of a law school, an immigration lawyer, the press, and local politicians, a
creative legal defense was necessary to stop the deportation and allow him to remain
in the United States with his wife and community. NSC Defense responded to the call
for assistance and ensured that Kinimo’s removal was stayed. Although Kinimo is not
from New York City, the legal defense employed was the same—aggressively
respond and continue to fight until justice is secured. On March 5, 2019, Kinimo was
released from detention and is now home with his wife and will be returning to his
volunteer work with the Capital City Rescue Mission.
See Mallory Moench, Kinimo Ngoran released from ICE detention after six-week
saga, Times Union (Mar. 5, 2019) available at:
https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Kinimo-Ngoran-released-from-ICEdetention-after-13664356.php/.
EY
EY arrived in the United States seeking shelter and protection. Upon arrival he
was placed in long term foster care and looked after by his foster mom. However, in
the early morning hours of February 19, 2019—EY’s 18th Birthday—the government
detained him and planned to send him to an adult jail. NSC Defense filed a motion in
Federal Court just hours after his detention and the teenager was swiftly released and
able to celebrate his 18th birthday at home with his foster family. NSC Defense did
not stop there—it has partnered with a prominent private law firm to continue to
litigate the case in U.S. District Court to ensure that this unlawful, unjust and cruel
practice of jailing children on their 18th birthdate is curtailed. The issues at hand in
this case will continue to impact countless children just like EY.
ST
ST has lived in the United States for twenty-five (25) years. During that time,
he has built a family, paid his taxes and become an important member of his
community. Approximately a decade ago, he was granted an OSUP and complied
with the terms thereof. On February 14, 2019 he was unjustly and unlawfully detained
at a regularly scheduled check-in appointment with ICE. He was taken in silence by
the government and separated from his wife, daughter and sons. In the early morning
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hours of February 25, 2019, while on a trip to prepare law students at the University
at Buffalo Law School to argue the case of Kinimo Ngoran, NSC Defense filed a
motion in federal court on behalf of ST. ST had previously received ineffective legal
representation from other legal service providers in New York City. In one instance, a
NYIFUP provider initially accepted his case, but then elected to reverse course and
withhold representation, costing ST valuable time in his effort to remain with his
family. As other legal service providers continued to refuse or withdraw from ST’s
case, NSC Defense stepped up and arranged to partner with a large private law firm.
NSC Defense met with Mr. T. at the Bergen County Jail on February 23, 2019, and
thereafter quickly worked to file a motion in court.
SD
SD has lived in the United States for over twenty (20) years. He is a father of
three young children all of whom were born in New York. SD lives in the Bronx and
has extensive family ties and community support. In early April of 2019, SD went to a
routine check-in with ICE. Having been granted an OSUP in 2007, he had faithfully
complied with the terms thereof for 12 years. But this time, ICE detained him without
any prior notice. Gregory and Sarah immediately went into action, filing a motion to
secure his release and prevent him from being deported. They were successful. A
Federal Court Judge stayed his removal and on May 28, 2019 he left his New Jersey
detention center and returned home to his children in the Bronx. His daughters had
drawn pictures and written letters to argue for their father’s release from detention.
They are age five and eight. They should have never been in danger of losing a father.
Currently, SD continues to fight for his right to remain in the United States and NSC
Defense will continue to do so on his behalf.
SB
SB has lived in the United States for an extensive period of time. He was
granted the right to stay and work in exchange for the assistance he provided to the
United States government. If returned to his country of origin he would face certain
death. Despite this, ICE detained SB and processed him for deportation and in effect,
a death sentence. Even though a Federal District Court Judge stayed his deportation,
ICE violated the Court’s Order and deported SB. He was left to die without any
protection. NSC Defense jumped into action, arguing that ICE should held
accountable to the law and SB should be returned. Not only did the Judge approve
SB’s return, he also sharply rebuked the government’s initial claim that it would take
at least a month to facilitate his return. The Judge cited the government’s quick action
to detain, deport and extradite people when it suited its own goals as evidence of its
ability to return SB. SB was returned no more than twenty-four (24) hours after the
Judge’s rebuke.
Separated Children
The story of the separation of parents and children by the Trump
Administration is well-known and has resulted extensive litigation. Yet the initial
cases brought focused only on the rights of parents, while their children—often
separated and on their own—had no voice. In the summer of 2018, Gregory and Sarah
(while still at The Legal Aid Society) filed two cases in Federal District Court to
recognize children’s legal rights to assert their own defense in court, independent of
their parents. The cases were filed on behalf of children who were scheduled for
imminent transfer to detention centers where their parents were detained by the
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government. The children had been forcibly separated from their parents and sent to
centers in New York for unaccompanied children. The lawsuits sought to ensure that
the children were provided with notice and an opportunity to consult with their
attorneys and parents prior to being transferred by the government. The notice and
consultation were critical because many of the children had claims to humanitarian
relief such as asylum and reunification with their parents would put them at risk of
immediate repatriation to their home countries where they would face persecution.
The cases established a notice requirement and provided critical protection to the
rights of children who-in many cases-sought to remain in the United States and seek
safety.
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